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Abstract: Romania is located at the North limit of rice cultivation area. The rice could be cultivated in a narrow area of 40 km, from Turnu Severin to Brăila, as well as in Banat – Banloc. Although is a tropical crop, the rice has a special ecological plasticity, fact that allows the crop extension from equator to the latitude of 48º N and from the sea level till 1500-1800 m altitude, in areas with temperatures over 10ºC at germination and over 15ºC during vegetation till ripening.

In Romania, main important are cultivated genotypes which must reach the maturity till autumn hoarfrost. Twelve genotypes with variable vegetation period were tested in order to find the most adequate ones from cultivation area Oltenita-Chirnogi.
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INTRODUCTION

The rice occupies the second place in the world as cultivated area after wheat and the third place as total cereal yield after wheat and maize.

This is way the crop must be reinforced also in Romania using Romanian cultivars and an improved technology by cooperation with the advanced countries (Italy, Spain, and France).

MATERIAL AND METHOD

In order to establish the cultivars and perspective lines released at NARDI Fundulea and REC Chirnogi, during 2003-2005 a mono-factorial experiment was performed based on randomized blocks with the following genotypes:

- \( V_1 = \text{Dunarea} \)
- \( V_2 = \text{Polizesti 28} \)
- \( V_3 = \text{Zefir} \)
V1=Elida;
V2=Magic;
V3=F40 (F18 x I.R.28);
V4=F42 (Sesilla x Timis53);
V5=F47 (Nucloeryza x C.I. 1166)
V6=F34 (Coral x Linia 10);
V7=M 352;
V8=F45 (Hg 249 x F38);
V9=F43 (Franta 3 x C.I. 1166)

A crop technology recommended under conditions of the Chimogi area was used.

To correctly evaluate the tested genotypes, the economical indicators had also processed, knowing that their value depends firstly by the ratio between achieved yield value and used resources.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The yield results were processed for each year and during whole period. Figure 1 presents the behaviour of the new rice cultivars and some perspective lines during 2003-2005.

One can ascertain that:
- Line F47 is a perspective one, yields that could be achieve exceeding 80 q/ha.
- Another perspective line with yields around 80 q/ha is F40.
- High yields of 77-79 q/ha could be obtained by the registered cultivars Magic and Elida.

Fig 1 Behaviour of new rice cultivars and perspective lines released at NARDI Fundulea and REC Chimogi during 2003-2005
Figures 2 and 3 present the values of yield cost and of gross benefit during 2003-2005. The smallest values of yield cost and the highest values of the gross benefit were registered by genotypes F47, F40 and Magic.
CONCLUSIONS

The researches performed during 2003-2005, in a mono-factorial experiment based on randomized blocks had in view the behaviour of 12 genotypes.

Based on results, the line F47 is considered as important perspective one allowing yields higher than 80 q/ha.

Another perspective line with yields around 80 q/ha is F40.

High rice yields, of 77-79 q/ha could be achieved by registered cultivars Magic and Elida.

The morphological and physiological traits of recommended cultivars are adequate to achieve high yields.

Thus, line F47 has a vegetation period of 115 days, a short height of 87 cm, with good resistance to lodging, high fertility of 91.3%, very high processing efficiency (69%), the highest protein content (7.5%) and very high starch content (74.7%).

The cultivar Magic is recommended based on its adequate traits: vegetation period of 118 days, fertility of 82.2%, processing efficiency of 63%, protein content of 7% and starch content of 71.1%.
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